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Samenvatting. Lokale mandaten en voorkeurstemmen bij regionale en 

federale verkiezingen in Vlaanderen (2003-2010): een multilevel 

benadering. 
 

 

Bij de voorstelling van zijn memoires verklaarde oud-premier Jean-Luc Dehaene onlangs : “De 

voorkeurstem is hét selectiecriterium geworden. Die individualisering van de politicus vind ik 

een van de ondermijnende factoren in de werking van de parlementaire democratie.”  (De Tijd 

16/05/2012).  Politieke carrières lijken inderdaad in toenemende mate te worden bepaald door het 

aantal voorkeurstemmen.  Naar aanleiding van de komende lokale verkiezingen  wordt in dat 

verband ook soms geopperd dat een lokaal uitvoerend mandaat de ideale springplank vormt voor 

politici om bij federale of regionale verkiezingen een sterke persoonlijke score neer te zetten.  

Veel politici zouden gebrand zijn op een zichtbaar lokaal mandaat omdat ze op die manier in pole 

position komen voor de verkiezingen van 2014.  

 

In deze paper wordt onderzocht wat de impact is van lokale mandaten op het aantal 

voorkeurstemmen voor regionale en federale verkiezingen. We baseren ons daarbij op de 

kandidaatstellingen op Vlaamse lijsten voor de federale verkiezingen van 2003, 2007, 2010 en de 

regionale verkiezingen van 2004 en 2009.  Het gaat in totaal om  5694 kandidaatstellingen.  We 

brengen niet alleen het effect van de lokale mandaten in kaart, maar ook dat van het al dan niet 

(uittredend) minister of parlementslid zijn, de plaats op de lijst, de verkiezingsuitgaven en een 

aantal achtergrondkenmerken zoals geslacht, leeftijd en beroep. 

 

Het onderzoek is in twee opzichten innovatief. Vooreerst hanteren we een multilevel benadering, 

waarbij we een onderscheid maken tussen de effecten op individueel niveau en op lijstniveau.  

Wat het lijstniveau betreft is de uitgangshypothese dat een aantrekkelijke lijst voor alle 

individuele kandidaten extra voorkeurstemmen zal genereren. Toegepast op de lokale mandaten 

betekent dit dat er op een lijst met veel burgemeesters of schepenen meer op naam zal worden 

gestemd, wat ook voor de niet-burgemeesters extra voorkeurstemmen zal opleveren.  Ten tweede 

gaan we na in hoeverre het effect van lokale mandaten wordt bepaald door de grootte van de 

gemeente. Hier is de hypothese dat een lokaal mandaat meer voorkeurstemmen zal opleveren op 

een geaggregeerd niveau naarmate de gemeente groter is. 

 

Belangrijkste resultaten 

 

Het onderzoek bevestigt dat het effect van politieke mandaten op het aantal voorkeurstemmen 

aanzienlijk is. Zoals verwacht neemt de electorale bonus van een mandaat toe met het politieke 

belang ervan.  Uittredende ministers zien hun electorale score meer dan verdubbelen (toename 

met een factor 2,52) in vergelijking met andere kandidaten. Bij uittredende parlementsleden is 

de winst nog aanzienlijk, maar toch een pak minder (x 1,5).  Het effect van het 
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burgemeesterschap (x 1,27) is iets kleiner.  Burgemeesters halen dus gemiddeld een kwart meer 

voorkeurstemmen dan kandidaten zonder lokaal mandaat.  Een schepenambt (x 1,11) en  een 

mandaat van gemeenteraadslid (x 1,07) leveren een veel kleinere electorale bonus op.   

 

Het klopt dat een burgemeestersambt meer extra voorkeurstemmen oplevert naarmate de 

gemeente groter is. Voor de overige lokale politieke functies is dit niet het geval.  Het 

burgemeesterschap van een grotere gemeente vormt met andere woorden een golden ticket om 

bij de regionale of federale verkiezingen een sterke persoonlijke score neer te zetten.   

 

De electorale impact van de verschillende politieke functies wordt visueel weergegeven in 

onderstaande grafiek. Het ministerschap genereert veruit de grootste electorale bonus, op verre 

afstand gevolgd door het mandaat van parlementslid.  Burgemeesters van grote steden hebben 

een vergelijkbaar electoraal voordeel als parlementsleden. Maar bij burgemeesters van 

middelgrote of kleine gemeenten is de electorale bonus al een stuk kleiner.  Een schepenambt 

levert altijd minder stemmen op dan een burgemeestersambt, ongeacht de grootte van de 

gemeente.  En het ambt van gemeenteraadslid (in zowel de grote als de kleine gemeenten) heeft 

slechts een verwaarloosbaar effect op de electorale score.   

 

Grafiek 1: Netto toename van het percentage voorkeurstemmen per politieke functie 

(multiplicatieve term). 

 

  

Het sterke electorale effect van het burgemeesterschap komt ook tot uiting op lijstniveau.  Als er 

meer burgemeesters op de lijst staan brengen meer kiezers een voorkeurstem uit, wat ook ten 

goede komt aan de andere kandidaten.  Wat de mandaten betreft beperkt dit lijsteffect zich 

grotendeels tot de burgemeesters.  Het aantal ministers of parlementsleden op de lijst leidt niet 
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tot een toename van het aantal voorkeurstemmen voor alle kandidaten, net zo min als het aantal 

schepenen. 

 

Wat de verkiezingsuitgaven betreft liet de multilevel benadering ons toe om een onderscheid te 

maken tussen de uitgaven op lijst-niveau en de individuele uitgaven.   Voor regionale en federale 

verkiezingen voorziet de wetgeving enkel in individuele uitgaven en niet in lijstuitgaven. Dit 

neemt niet weg dat er ook uitgaven gebeuren op het niveau van de lijst, maar die worden 

geregistreerd als individuele uitgaven betaald door de partij.  Het totale bedrag aan uitgaven 

gefinancierd door de partij beschouwen we als een proxy-variabele voor de lijstuitgaven.  Als 

maat voor de persoonlijke campagne-uitgaven nemen we de individuele uitgaven gefinancierd 

door de kandidaat zelf.   De verkiezingsuitgaven hebben een significant effect op het aantal 

voorkeurstemmen, maar enkel op individueel niveau.  Dit effect valt wel weg bij uittredende 

ministers. Hun naambekendheid is al zo groot dat extra verkiezingspropaganda weinig 

toegevoegde waarde heeft. Het zijn enkel de andere kandidaten die hun naamsbekendheid en dus 

hun aantal voorkeurstemmen kunnen vergroten door meer te investeren in de campagne. 

 

Het is bekend dat vrouwen gemiddeld minder voorkeurstemmen halen dan mannen.  Maar dit 

komt vooral omdat vrouwelijke kandidaten minder vaak belangrijke politieke functies bekleden 

en doorgaans lager op de lijst staan.  Als we, zoals in ons onderzoek, controleren voor die factoren 

die vrouwen benadelen, dan blijkt de electorale aantrekkingskracht van vrouwen juist hoger (x 

1,21) dan die van mannen.   

 

Wat het beroep betreft blijken zelfstandigen (x 1,05) en medewerkers van partijen of ministeriële 

kabinetten (x 1,08) licht bevoordeeld.  De leeftijd van de kandidaten daarentegen maakt geen 

enkel verschil uit.    

 

Al de hoger besproken effecten worden uiteraard in de schaduw gesteld door het effect van de 

plaats op de lijst.  Dit effect is veruit het grootst voor de lijsttrekker.  Een lijsttrekker haalt 

gemiddeld vijf keer méér voorkeurstemmen dan de andere kandidaten (x 5,18).  Voor de tweede 

kandidaat gaat het nog om een bonus van 2,17.  Daarna vermindert dit effect snel.  Het effect 

van de lijstduwersplaats (x 1,65) is vergelijkbaar met dat van de derde plaats.  Het effect van de 

eerste opvolgersplaats (x 1,43) is vergelijkbaar met dat van de vierde plaats.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

“The number of preference votes has become the most important criterion for selecting 

politicians.  This tendency to focus on the individual politician has become one of the factors 

which undermine the functioning of parliamentary democracy”.   This is a quote from former 

prime minister Jean-Luc Dehaene (De Tijd 16/05/2012). While one can debate about the second 

part of the quote, there is no doubt that Dehaene is correct about the increasing impact of 

preference votes.  After the election, the media are eager to publish the rankings of the  

politicians on the basis of their so called ‘penetration ratio’ (i.e. the number of preference votes as 

a percentage of the total number of valid votes in the constituency).  These rankings, which are 

interpreted as popularity polls, determine the pecking order of the politicians within the party 

and are therefore crucial for their political careers.   

 

In addition, the impact of the preference votes on the actual allocation of seats has increased 

since 2000.  The impact used to be very marginal. This was so because the votes at the head of 

the list, the so called list-votes, were first transferred to the candidates in the order of their 

position on the list. As a consequence, the candidates at the top of the list were almost 

guaranteed of their seat and the intra-list competition between candidates was to a certain 

extent neutralized.   Thus, the system effectively functioned as a closed list system, the allocation 

of seats to candidates being determined in large part by pre-electoral intra-party bargaining.   In 

2000  the electoral law was changed in the sense that the transferral of list votes was reduced by 

half.  This implies that the number of candidates who can be elected on the basis of the list votes 

is reduced and the intra-list competition between candidates becomes more important (Wauters 

& Weekers, 2008).  These reforms have strengthened the tendency towards more candidate-

centred campaigns, with a  strong focus on the competition between individual candidates, both 

between and within lists. This focus on candidates is reflected in the voting behaviour. The 

percentage of voters casting  a preferential vote has increased substantially during the previous 

decade. In the beginning of the 1990s barely half of the voters cast a preferential vote, while at 

the 2007 elections 61,3 % of the electorate voted for a candidate (Wauters & Weekers, 2008; 

André et al., 2012).      

 

Politicians have to devise strategies to maximise the number of preference votes.  First of all, it is 

important to get a highly visible position on the list. Research has shown that  candidates at the 

top of the list automatically obtain more votes (Miller & Krosnick, 1998).  It also helps if 

politicians already have a political mandate. Certainly the incumbent ministers and MPs have 

an important head start with regard to electoral networking and notoriety compared to the other 

candidates. But holding executive office at the local level can also function as a springboard in 

the federal election.  It is sometimes alleged that obtaining a local executive office in the 

upcoming local election is so important for politicians, because it will take them to pole position 

for the federal and regional elections in 2014.  Conversely, barring politicians from obtaining 
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such a position can be considered as a strategy to weaken their position in the 2014 election. 

Finally, politicians can increase their notoriety by spending more in the campaign.  In 

majoritarian systems, this is often considered as the most efficient way to gain votes, at least for 

challengers.  In Belgium, the strict spending limits for candidates have drastically reduced the 

possibilities for candidates to buy votes.  But even so, spending more has been shown to have a 

significant effect on the number of preference votes (Maddens et al, 2006). 

 

In this paper we will attempt to estimate the effects of the aforementioned variables on the 

number of preference votes.  We use data on the elections of the Flemish Parliament and the 

Federal Lower Chamber in the Flemish region, since 2003.  Compared to earlier research, our 

approach is innovative in two respects.  First of all, we will apply a multilevel technique to model 

the number of preference votesi.  Secondly, we will take into account the geographical 

boundedness of the electoral capital generated by executive office at the local level. In what 

follows, we will first discuss each of these innovations in detail. 

 

Multilevel approach 

 

We assume that the number of preference votes for individual politicians, as measured by the 

‘penetration ratio’, will be determined not only by the individual characteristics of politicians but 

also by the list characteristics. This is self-evident with regard to the electoral result of the list as 

such : the more successful the list, the more preference votes the individual candidates will 

obtain. But apart from this mechanical effect, the list characteristics may affect the individual 

penetration ratio in other respects. For instance, holding an executive office at the local level will 

arguably result in more votes, but it is plausible that the number of local office holders on the list 

will boost the number of preference votes for all candidates. This is so because an attractive list, 

with a lot of well known local office holders, might make the voter switch to a ‘preference vote’ 

modus : he or she will be seduced to take a closer look at the various candidates instead of merely 

casting a list vote.   

 

The attractiveness will first of all be a function of the number of candidates with highly visible 

political mandates : incumbent MPs, ministers, mayors or aldermen.  Previous research has 

shown that especially the number of mayors and aldermen on the list increases the electoral 

result of the list (Maddens & Put, 2011).  But it remains to be seen whether this effect at the 

aggregate level also translates into a larger number of available preference votes for individual 

candidates.   

 

Political parties also believe that the attractiveness of the list depends on a number of social 

background variables of the candidates.  A list is often considered to be stronger to the extent 

that it contains more young candidates and candidates with high status professions.  Women 

candidates on highly visible positions are also often considered to enhance the attractiveness of 

the list.  We already know that the visibility of women on the list and the professional profile of 
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the candidates have no effect on its electoral success.  Age does have an effect, but not in the 

expected sense : the younger the candidates, the less successful the list (Maddens & Put, 2011).  

We will investigate whether these social background list-level variables (in terms of age, gender 

and profession) have an effect on the number of preference votes at the individual level.   

 

Finally, the campaign expenses at the list level may also increase the visibility and electoral 

appeal of the candidates, resulting in more preference votes at the individual level.  The Belgian 

campaign finance legislation does not envisage the possibility of expenses at the list level.  Only 

the individual candidates and the party as such can make campaign expenses and have to 

declare both the amount spent and the source of the money (from personal means, from the party 

or from donations).  In practice, however, the lists do set up a campaign at the constituency level. 

These expenses are spread out over the various candidates and are registered in the declaration 

as individual expenses paid for by the party (Weekers & Maddens, 2009).  The total amount of 

candidate expenditures paid for by the party can thus be considered as a proxy for the total cost 

of the list campaign.   The candidate expenditures paid from personal resources are considered as 

a measure of the campaign cost at the individual level.   

   

Geographical boundedness of electoral capital 

 

As discussed above, we expect that holding office at the local level will increase the number of 

preference votes.  At the same time, it is plausible that this effect will be a function of the size of 

the municipality.  The magnitude of the electoral capital which a local office holder can acquire is 

bounded by the population size of the municipality.  However popular the mayor of a village may 

be, if the population size is small, the electoral effect in terms of individual preference votes at 

the aggregate constituency level, will be negligible.  Perhaps a candidate is better off if he or she 

is the somewhat less popular mayor of a large town.  Given the much larger population size, this 

may result in a more significant boost of the preference votes at the aggregate level.  In this 

analysis, we will test the hypothesis that the effect of local office on the number of preference 

votes interacts with the size of the municipality, in the sense that  holding office in a larger 

municipality generates more preference votes than holding office in a smaller one.    
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DATA AND METHOD 

 

 

The data cover the elections for the federal Lower Chamber and the Flemish Parliament  during 

the period 2003-2010.  The analysis is limited to the Flemish parties which already had at least 

one seat in one of the Belgian Parliaments during the legislative term preceding the election 

under investigationii.  This results in a vast dataset of 5694 election candidates on 192 different 

electoral lists. These data contain candidate-level demographic and political characteristics, 

election scores and campaign expenses.  The data have a nested structure.  In the Belgian list 

proportional system, each individual election candidate is placed on an electoral list among other 

candidates.  Moreover, this is a good example of exact nesting: each candidate is on one and only 

one electoral list.  Given this nested nature of the data, it is appropriate to perform a multilevel 

analysis.   

 

The dependent variable in this analysis is the percentage of preference votes for the candidate, 

calculated on the basis of the total number of valid votes in the constituencyiii.  As this variable is 

highly skewed and values are all-positive, it is advisable to apply a logarithmic transformation 

(Gelman & Hill, 2007 : 59-65)iv.   

 

 
In order to estimate the impact of the variables discussed above, it is important to control for 

some mechanical effects at both the individual and the list level.   (1) At the individual level, the 

electoral result is in large part determined by the position on the list.  It has been shown that 

candidates in critical positions on the ballot form automatically draw more votes, even when 

other factors such as incumbency are controlled for (Geys and Heyndels, 2003).  The main critical 

positions are those at the top and the bottom of the list.  We will include the first five positions, 

the before last and the last position on the list as dummies in our analysis, with the other 

positions as reference category.  (2) At the list level, the party strength (i.e. the number of votes 

for the list as a percentage of the total number of valid votes in the constituency) is a crucial 

variable which has an automatic effect on the electoral result at the individual level : the more 

votes the list obtains in the constituency, the larger the potential number of preference votes 

available for the separate candidates on the list.    

Candidate-level mechanical effects List-level mechanical effects 

Candidate-level predictors List-level predictors Relative number of preference 

votes 

List position List % in constituency 

Gender 

Age 

Profession 

Incumbency 

Local incumbency 

Campaign spending 

Presence of incumbents 
Presence of local incumbents 

Aggregated campaign expenses 

Womenliness of the list 

Age profile of the list 

Professional profile of the list 
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We collected information about the age, the occupational status and the sex of the candidates.  In 

order to capture a possible curvilinear effect, age will be treated as a categorical variable (with 

five age groups).  Six categories of occupational status are distinguished : (1) candidates without 

a job, (2) self-employed candidates, (3) workers, (4) employees, (5) civil servants and (6) party 

professionals or members of the personal staff of a minister.  These individual level variables are 

also used to construct list level variables.  The presence of women on the list will be 

operationalised on the basis of an index measuring the extent to which women occupy visible 

positions on the listv.  The age profile of the list will be mapped on the basis of the percentage of 

candidates for each age category, resulting in a separate variable per category.  Similarly, the 

occupational profile of the list will be mapped on the basis of the percentage of candidates for 

each occupational category. 

 

A third cluster of variables relates to the political function of the candidates. We have registered 

whether the candidates are incumbent minister or incumbent MP.  An incumbent is defined as a 

candidate who is already an MP or a minister at the moment of the election, at either the 

regional, the federal level or (for a very small number) the European level.  We also take into 

account incumbency at the local level, more in particular holding an office as either mayor, 

alderman or member of the local council. As explained above, we will also investigate whether 

the effect of a local mandate at the individual level interacts with municipality size, i.e. the 

population size of the candidate’s place of residence.  At the list level, we calculate for each of the 

mentioned offices the percentage of candidates on the list holding the officevi. 

 

Finally, we will estimate the effect of the campaign expenditures at both the individual and the 

list level.  At the individual level, these are the expenditures financed from the candidate’s own 

resources. The campaign expenses at the list level are the sum of all the individual expenses of 

the candidates paid for by the party. In order to make the expenditures comparable across time, 

all amounts are recalculated in prices of June 2010, on the basis of the Belgian consumer price 

index.  To control for the considerable differences in constituency size, we work with the relative 

expenses, i.e. the amount spent per registered voter in the constituency, expressed in Eurocentvii.  

The relationship between the expenses and the electoral outcome is generally assumed to be non-

linear, in the sense that the marginal returns of spending will gradually decrease with the 

amount spent.  To allow for this possibility the normal practice in campaign expense research is 

to also include the squared expenses in the regression model.  The squared spending term is 

expected to have a negative coefficient (e.g. Palda, 1994; Samuels, 2001).   

 

A fairly robust finding of electoral spending research in the US is that the effect varies 

considerably according to the incumbency status of the candidate.  For challengers, spending has 

a substantial positive effect on the vote.  For incumbents, it has no effect or even, paradoxically, a 

negative effect (e.g. Jacobson, 1978, 1990; Abramowitz, 1988, 1991). The explanation for this 

phenomenon is that voters are already familiar with the incumbents at the beginning of the 
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campaign. Their office provides them with ample media attention and visibility, as well as with a 

certain organisational capacity that can be relied on during the campaign. Challengers, on the 

other hand, have to start from scratch : it is only through spending that they can build a 

campaign organisation and gain visibility.  We will test whether such an incumbency effect also 

applies to incumbent ministers or MPs in Belgian elections.  We will do so by including 

interaction terms between these incumbency variables and spending.  We will also investigate 

whether the spending effect interacts with holding highly visible local offices.    
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RESULTS 

 

 

In this section, we present the results of a multilevel regression model with five clusters of 

explanatory variables: the candidate-level mechanical effects, the list-level mechanical effects, 

the candidate-level predictors, the list-level predictors and a set of relevant interaction effects.  

The results will be discussed per cluster of variables.  Table 1 reports the beta coefficients, the 

exponentiated coefficients, the standard error and the IGLS deviance difference of the 

independent variables in the model.  Since we are using a logarithmic transformation of the 

dependent variable, the ‘raw’ estimates of the multilevel regression coefficients are not very easy 

to interpret.  By exponentiating the estimated coefficients, we return to the original scale of the 

data and are able to assess the effect of a change in an independent variable on the relative 

number of preference votes for a given candidate (Gelman & Hill, 2007: 59-65).  This 

exponentiated coefficient expresses a factor by which the relative number of preference votes 

have to be multiplied for the corresponding type of candidate.  The IGLS deviance is a measure of 

the badness-of-fit of the multilevel model.  The lower this value, the stronger is the explanatory 

power.  In the last column of Table 1 we present the decrease in the IGLS deviance when 

removing separate or clusters of variables from the model.  The higher the reported value in this 

column, the higher the explanatory power of the removed variable or cluster of variables 

(Elvestad & Blekesaune, 2008). 

 

Assessing the impact of purely mechanical effects on the number of preference votes is not the 

main focus of this paper.  These mechanical factors have to be controlled for in order to assess the 

effect of the other variables correctly.  At the list level, the electoral strength of the list, 

expressed as the percentage of valid votes for the list in the constituency, obviously has a 

significant effect on the percentage of preference votes for individual candidates.  The exponent 

of the coefficient is 1,07, which means that a candidate will on average obtain 7% preference 

votes extra per additional percentage for the list in the constituency.  Put differently, a candidate 

with 100 preference votes will on average obtain 7 votes extra if his or her list obtains one 

additional percentage of the valid votes in the constituency.  At the individual level, the position 

on the list is included as a mechanical factor.  Especially the effect of running at the top of the 

list is impressive : a candidate on the first list position has on average 5.18 times more 

preference votes compared to the reference category (from sixth to third last position).  A 

candidate on the second position enjoys only half this bonus (x 2.18 times as many preference 

votes) and from that position onwards the effects decreases gradually towards 1,38 for the 

candidate on the fifth position.  The effect of having the last position on the list of effective 

candidates (x 1,65) is comparable to the effect of being third (x 1,79).  In many cases, these so 

called list pushers manage to get elected instead of a higher ranked candidate (Wauters et al., 

2004).  This is so because parties often choose popular politicians for this last position on the list.  

The first candidate on the list of successors also has a bonus (x 1,43, comparable to the effect of 

the fifth position), but the other substitute candidates obtain significantly less preference votes.   
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Of the three individual level social background variables included in the model (age, profession 

and gender), gender has the strongest effect.  On average, the number of preference votes for a 

woman candidate is 1,21 times higher than for a man (or for a man 0,83 times lower than for a 

woman).  This result is surprising because the mean percentage of preference votes for women 

(0,72%) is actually smaller than for men (0,93%).   But this aggregate difference is due to the fact 

that women candidates are generally disadvantaged by other factors.  For instance, previous 

research has shown that women generally occupy a lower position on the list, are less often 

incumbent or spend less than men.  Once such disadvantages are controlled for, the negative 

effect for women disappears or is reversed (Wauters, Weekers and Maddens, 2010).    

 

Age does not have a significant effect on the number of preference votes.   Young candidates do 

not obtain more votes than older ones, or vice versa.   Profession has a  significant effect, in the 

sense that candidates who are self-employed (x 1,05) or  candidates with a job as party employee 

or member of a ministerial cabinet (x 1,08) enjoy a small electoral advantage.   

 

At the list level, neither age nor profession have an effect.  More in particular, a higher 

percentage of self-employed or party employees on the list does not result in a better score for all 

the candidates on that list.  Interestingly, the extent to which women occupy highly visible 

positions on the list has a small but significant negative effect.  In other words, even though 

women candidates obtain more votes at the individual level, a list which is too ‘feminine’ will 

slightly diminish the average number of preference votes for all candidates.  There is no obvious 

explanation for this result.  However, we suspect that it may be related to the fact that women 

candidates have been found to have less political and campaign experience on average (Wauters, 

Maddens and Put, 2010).  As a result, they may have less resources (in terms of networking and 

campaign organisation) to wage an efficient list campaign.   

 

It does not come as a surprise that, of all the political functions taken into account, being an 

incumbent minister has the strongest effect on the number of preference votes.  A minister has 

on average 2,52 times more preference votes than a non-incumbent.  This is a substantially 

larger electoral bonus than the one enjoyed by incumbent MP’s (x 1,51).  The third most 

important political function in terms of electoral returns is being a mayor (x 1,27).  In other 

words, mayors have on average 27% more preference votes in comparison with candidates 

without a local mandate.  The effect decreases further for candidates occupying the less 

important positions of alderman (x 1,11) and local councillor (x 1,07).   

 

Thus, the effect of holding an office at the local level is relatively small compared to the effect of 

being an incumbent MP and particularly an incumbent minister.  However, in the introduction 

we hypothesised that the effect of local office interacts with municipality size.  This hypothesis is 

borne out by the data, but only for mayors.  The interaction between the office of mayor and the 

size of the municipality is significant and substantial.  Put differently, mayors have an additional 
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electoral bonus to the extent that their communality is larger.  The interaction coefficient of 

1,026 implies that per 10.000 extra inhabitants, the mayor increases his or her personal score 

with a factor of 1,026.  For instance, as Bruges has about 20.000 inhabitants more than Louvain, 

the mayor of Bruges is expected to obtain 5,2% more votes than the mayor of Louvain, all other 

factors being equal.   Thus, the electoral capital generated by the function of mayor appears to be 

bounded by the size of the municipality.  But, as  already said, this effect does not apply to 

aldermen of local councillors.   Hence the intuition that a mayor of a large city is a particularly 

valuable electoral asset is confirmed by the data. 

 

The particular electoral importance of mayor hood is apparent from yet another finding.  As 

discussed above, we also included political office as a list level effect.  More in particular, for each 

office, we tested whether the number of office holders on the list has an effect on the average 

number of preference votes.  This appears only to be the case for mayors and local councillors.  

More precisely, a one percentage point increase of the number of mayors on the list increases the 

number of preference votes for all the candidates on the list with a factor of 1,023.  Concerning 

local councillors, this factor is slightly smaller (1,009).  In other words, it pays off to be a 

candidate on a list with a lot of mayors and/or local councillors.  But the number of incumbent 

MPs or ministers on the list does not appear to make a difference.   

 

We also investigated the effect of campaign expenses at both the individual and the list level.  

Personal campaign spending has a small but significant effect on the number of preference votes.  

More specifically, for each extra Eurocent per registered voter the percentage of preference votes 

of an individual candidate increases with a factor of 1,03.  To make this somewhat more concrete, 

in absolute amounts a Eurocent per registered voter ranges from about 12.807 Euro in the 

largest constituency of Antwerp, to 3.659 Euro in the smallest constituency of Louvain.  As was 

also found in previous research (Maddens et al, 2006) the squared expenses do not have a 

significant effect.  This is probably due to the relatively low spending cap in Belgium.  As a 

result, the expenses remain within a relatively low range where the effect of decreasing marginal 

returns does not yet materialise.   

 

The campaign expenses at the list level, on the other hand, do not have a significant effect.  As 

explained above, the list expenses are the sum of all the individual expenses paid for by the 

party.  This is a proxy for the expenses made to promote the list as such.  According to our data, 

investing more in such a list level campaign does not result in a higher number of preference 

votes for the candidates on the list.  Neither do the squared list level expenses have an effect.  

 

Finally, we also tested whether the effect of campaign spending is dependent on incumbency, as 

is generally found to be the case in majoritarian systems.  It is particularly for challengers, who 

lack the notoriety of incumbents, that spending makes a difference in majoritarian systems. We 

included interaction terms between individual spending and holding each of the various political 

offices discussed above.   The expectation of a negative interaction effect (implying a lower effect 
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for office holders) is borne out for incumbent ministers, but not for incumbent MPs.  It thus 

appears that ministers are the functional equivalent for incumbent MPs in majoritarian 

systems.  The interaction coefficient of 0,954 implies that the overall spending effect (x 1,03) 

vanishes completely for ministers.  Just as is the case for incumbent MPs in majoritarian 

systems, the notoriety of a minister appears to reach a saturation level and cannot be increased 

by extra spending.  This is not the case for incumbent MPs, who are generally much less known 

and hence can still increase their visibility by spending more.  Neither do we find a significant 

interaction effect for local office holders.   
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B Coeff. Exp. Coeff. SE IGLS difference 

Intercept -2.197 0.111 0.088  

Candidate-level mechanical effects    4606.821 

List position (after 5
th

 position=ref. cat.)     

First position on list 

Second position on list 

Third position on list 

Fourth position on list 

Fifth position on list 

Last but one position on list 

Last position on list 

Successor position 

First successor 

Second successor 

1.644 

0.777 

0.582 

0.420 

0.319 

0.049 

0.501 

-0.415 

0.359 

-0.116 

5.176 

2.175 

1.790 

1.522 

1.376 

1.050 

1.650 

0.660 

1.432 

0.890 

0.028 

0.026 

0.026 

0.025 

0.025 

0.025 

0.027 

0.011 

0.027 

0.026 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List-level mechanical effects    93.288 

% of list in constituency 0.064 1.066 0.006  

Candidate-level predictors    1874.578 

Gender -0.187 0.829 0.009 396.727 

Age (41-50 = ref. cat.)    107.201 

-30 

31-40 

51-60 

60+ 

0.017 

0.030 

-0.003 

0.038 

1.017 

1.030 

0.997 

1.039 

0.014 

0.012 

0.013 

0.022 

 

 

 

 

Profession (Employees=ref. cat.)    47.008 

Without job 

Self-employed 

Worker 

Civil servant 

Party professional 

 

Incumbent minister 

Incumbent MP 

-0.025 

0.044 

0.009 

-0.011 

0.078 

 

0.924 

0.414 

0.975 

1.045 

1.009 

0.989 

1.081 

 

2.519 

1.513 

0.018 

0.012 

0.027 

0.014 

0.019 

 

0.041 

0.016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

488.08 

632.648 

Local mandate (No mandate=ref. cat.)    189.766 

Mayor 

Alderman 

Local councillor 

Personal campaign spending 

Personal campaign spending² 

0.237 

0.101 

0.066 

0.030 

0.000 

1.267 

1.106 

1.068 

1.030 

0.000 

0.025 

0.017 

0.011 

0.009 

0.000 

121.027 

33.297 

35.442 

12.246 

0.902 

List-level predictors    50.111 

Presence of ministers 

Relative number of MPs 

Relative number of mayors 

Relative number of aldermen 

Relative number of local councillors 

Aggregated camp. expenses 

Aggregated camp. expenses² 

Womenliness of the list 

-0.092 

-0.001 

0.023 

0.008 

0.009 

0.006 

-0.000 

-0.075 

0.912 

0.999 

1.023 

1.008 

1.009 

1.006 

1.000 

0.928 

0.089 

0.005 

0.006 

0.004 

0.002 

0.003 

0.000 

0.021 

1.065 

0.013 

12.886 

3.852 

15.679 

2.869 

0.989 

12.758 

Interaction effects    72.959 

MP * personal campaign spending 

Minister * personal campaign spending 

Mayor * personal campaign spending 

Alderman * personal campaign spending 

Loc.Coun.* personal campaign spending 

Mayor * population size 

Alderman * population size 

Loc. Counc. * population size 

-0.018 

-0.047 

0.025 

0.020 

0.013 

0.026 

0.004 

0.002 

0.982 

0.954 

1.025 

1.020 

1.013 

1.026 

1.004 

1.002 

0.010 

0.013 

0.025 

0.029 

0.010 

0.004 

0.002 

0.001 

3.268 

12.929 

1.013 

0.476 

1.747 

51.507 

5.255 

5.328 

Between list variance (Level 2) 

Within list variance (Level 1) 
0.199 

0.106 

 0.021 

0.002 

 

 

Table 1: Random intercept fixed slope model with candidate- and list-level predictors.  

Coefficients in bold are significant at 0.001 level. 
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i Multi-level modelling has in fact been used in the analysis of electoral data, more specifically in electoral geography (see for 

example: Jones et al., 1992).  However, these studies used geographical units as their groups or level 2 observations. 

ii  The following parties were included in the analysis : 2003 : CD&V, VLD, SP.A-Spirit, N-VA, Vlaams Blok, Agalev;  2004 : 

CD&V-N-VA, VLD, SP.A-Spirit,  Vlaams Blok, Groen!; 2007 : CD&V-N-VA, VLD, SP.A-Spirit, Vlaams Belang, Groen!, LDD; 2009 

: CD&V, VLD, SP.A, Vlaams Belang, N-VA, Groen!, LDD, SLP; 2010 : CD&V, VLD, SP.A, Vlaams Belang, N-VA, Groen!,  LDD.    

iii In the constituency of Brussels-Halle-Vilvoorde, where voters have a choice between Flemish and Francophone lists, the 

percentage of preferential votes was calculated on the basis of the total number of valid votes for the Flemish lists.  

iv We applied a natural  log transformation.  We also checked for outliers on the basis of the externally studentised residuals.  

v This index is calculated as follows : a list gets three points if the list is headed by a woman and one point for each woman on a 

realistic position of the list.  For a definition of a realistic list position, see Put & Maddens, forthcoming). 

vi Due to the limited number of ministers, a dummy variable was used for this office, indicating whether one or more candidates 

on the list is a minister.        

vii In the constituency of Brussels-Halle-Vilvoorde, the potential electorate for the Flemish parties is more limited than the total 

number of voters.  In this case, we estimated the total number of voters in such a way that the average amount spent per voter in 

the constituency equals the average in all other Flemish constituencies together.  We did so for each separate federal election.  

This is not a problem for the two regional elections, which do not have a  comparable ‘mixed’ constituency.  The separate lists for 

the six members of the Flemish Parliament in the Brussels Region were not taken into account in the analysis.       


